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Highlights from the Press – Dr. Loosen 2018
View from the Cellar By John Gilman 

“Ernie Loosen is crafting some superb dry wines these days from several of his grand cru holdings. Some of the very finest dry Rieslings made on the 
Mosel and my enthusiasm for these 2018 GGs is enormous.” July-August 2020 

Dr. Loosen Riesling Sekt Extra Dry NV
[88] Wine Enthusiast 
While dry in style, intensely ripe flavors of nectarine and tangerine are  
edged by a veil of caramelized sugar in this sunny but pert sparkling. 
Fine, persistent bubbles and delicate foam are balanced by crisp lemon  
acidity. Best enjoyed now through 2023. April 2020

 Dr. Loosen Riesling Dry “Red Slate” 2018
[88] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Smoky and stony notes mingle with fresh apple and lime on the nose, 
and that cast of characters reemerges on a polished palate to deliver 
tangy animation and considerable mineral interest. Erden-typical 
green herbal notes add to the appeal, and this finishes with admirable 
persistence as well as more than adequate refreshment. November 2020

[87] Mosel Fine Wines 
Proves quite restrained at first, and only gradually opens up to reveals 
some notes of grapefruit, tangerine, a hint of apricot, geranium, 
anise, and herbs. The wine is rather ample and juicy on the almost 
sweet-tasting palate. Yet the finish has more presence, zest, and  
spices, and tastes dry. October 2019

 Dr. Loosen Erdener Treppchen Riesling gg 2018
[96] JamesSuckling.com  
          — [#55] Top 100 Wines of Germany 2019 —
Super fresh and pure aromas of white peaches and limes with a 
perfumed, herbal edge, as well as fresh stones and flinty notes. The 
palate has a sleek and juicy feel with a wealth of attractively smooth, 
elegant and pure white peaches, delivered in a refined, elegant mode. 
Drink or hold. December 2019

[95] International Wine Report 
The Erdener Treppchen Vineyard is set on red slate and is one of  
the storied vineyard in the Mosel and in well kown for producing 
incredibally mineral driven. The 2018 GG opens with brilliant  
complexity on the nose, from lemon zest to kumqaut to nectarine 
rind and shades of wet stone infused green apple that all take their  
shape in the glass. The palate is plush and highly gratifying, delivering  
a silky texture and learning with bright kumquat, green papaya and 
green apple flavors with lovely wet stone and minerals rounding out  
the flavors. Fantastic in its youth, this beautiful wine will have decades  
in the cellar. September 2019

[91-93] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a superbly elegant and fruit-driven nose of pear, vineyard peach, 
and candied grapefruit as well as almond cream and flowers. The wine 
is delicately smooth and juicy on the comparatively light bo died but 
complex palate, and leaves a nicely refreshing and spicy feel in the 
long and quite pure finish. A great touch of minerals in the after-taste 
rounds off the pleasure of enjoying this dry Riesling. October 2019
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[93] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
It offers up a really lovely bouquet of gooseberry, green apple, tart 
orange, a beautiful base of salty slate minerality, white flowers and a 
topnote of citrus peel. On the palate the wine is bright, fullbodied, 
focused and beautifully defined by its minerality, with a fine core of 
fruit, bright acids and excellent focus and grip on the long, balanced 
and complex finish. This is very good indeed! July–August 2020

[89-90] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
A classic Treppchen nose pungently evokes sassafras with zesty lemon 
and orange. A pithily concentrated palate is strong on citrus peel and 
apple seed piquancy and projects an impressive impression of smoke 
and crushed stone suffusion. November 2020

[17.5] Jancis Robinson 
A quite luscious fragrance impresses with ripe yellow fruit and even a  
hint of honey. The palate begins with a creamy texture which embraces  
the sweet taste of nectarines, mirabelles and a touch of orange, before 
animating acidity and stony minerality provide some firm contours. 
Luscious and fresh at the same time. October 2019

[Gold Medal] The Fifty Best.com 2020

 Dr. Loosen Graacher Domprobst Riesling gg 2018
[91-93] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a superbly reductive and fresh nose of grapefruit zest, grilled 
pineapple, lime, smoke, ad tangerine. The wine is very pure and 
vibrating on the palate where some ripe and zesty acidity interplays 
with mineral elements. The finish is smoother yet still juicy and, 
above all, very persistent. October 2019

[90-91] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
On the nose, apple seed dominates over flesh of the fruit, and a firm,  
pithily concentrated palate exhibits prominent piquancy of seed and 
core, allied with a vivid sense of crushed stone suffusion. Site-typical 
nuttiness offers at least a mental suggestion of sweetness but  
accompanied by further piquancy. Here is Grosses Gewächs in that 
severe, powerful style that has become the fashion among so many 
German growers and wine lovers. Fortunately, though, there is no 
alcoholic weight, and like other Grosse Gewächse in the present 
collection, this one harbors around 6–7 beneficial grams of residual 
sugar. November 2020
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[17] Jancis Robinson 
An intriguing nose combines the fragrance of cornfields with delicate 
notes of stone fruit. Light and fresh on the palate with gentle nuances 
of citrus fruit and a reasonable amount of acidity which is well buffered  
by a generous texture. Quite approachable already. October 2019

 Dr. Loosen Graacher Himmelreich Riesling gg 2018
[92-95] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a superbly complex and deep nose of smoke, almond, grapefruit  
puree, lime, and anise. The wine proves still quite backward and 
delicately creamy on the palate but develops some subtle presence 
in the very long, smoky, and multi-layered finish. The after-taste of 
this hugely promising dry Riesling is packed with flavors without ever 
being overpowering. October 2019

[93] JamesSuckling.com 
Plenty of juicy and succulent white peaches here. This has a very 
fresh and attractively lithe feel and fresh acidity. This is delicious. 
Drink or hold. December 2019

[93] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
Delivers a fine, precise and complex nose of apple, pear, violets, lilacs, 
a lovely foundation of slate, bee pollen and a touch of lime zest in the 
upper register. On the palate the wine is pure, full-bodied and very  
well-balanced, with a more youthful and reserved personality out of the  
blocks than the Treppchen GG, a lovely core of fruit, fine 46 mineral 
drive and a long, nascently complex and zesty finish. July–August 2020

[90-91] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Lemon and apple are piquantly seed-tinged, but display more sheer 
juiciness and animating brightness than delivered by this year’s 
Loosen Grosse Gewächse from the Domprobst and the Wehlener 
Sonnenuhr. Underlying firmness and pithy palate concentration are 
assuaged by subtle textural enrichment from lees. The wine finishes 
with impressive grip, admirable transparency to stony and alkaline 
notes and sheer refreshment that some of its stablemates fail to 
deliver. November 2020

[17] Jancis Robinson 
A quite gentle fragrance flatters with floral aromas and a hint of 
orchard blossom. The palate is equally delicate with the fruit of soft 
apple, not too sweet, well balanced by fair acidity. Pleasant. October 2019
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 Dr. Loosen Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling gg 2018
[94] JamesSuckling.com
Very fresh wildflowers, honey and plenty of spice here with a pithy 
citrus-fruit edge. The palate has a very composed, detailed and deeply  
textural feel. Lime-juice flavors are laced with mineral spark and 
delivered in impressively succulent and spicy mode. Drink or hold. 
December 2019

[93+] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The nose of the 2018 is beautifully expressive right out of the blocks, 
jumping from the glass in a beautiful blend of wild strawberries, 
gooseberry, lime, salty slate minerality, beautiful spice tones and a to-
pnote of iris blossoms. On the palate the wine is bright, full-bodied, 
focused and minerally in personality, with a lovely core, fine focus and 
balance, impressive complexity and a long, vibrant and very refined 
finish. July–August 2020

[91-94] Mosel Fine Wines 
This cask sample proves still quite closed and driven by some almond 
cream and residual scents from its spontaneous fermentation. It is 
only after extensive airing that it reveals some elegantly floral scents 
of tangerine, vineyard peach, and spices. The wine is quite refined 
and delicate on the overall rather smooth and fruit-driven palate. 
Flavors of juicy yellow peach convey a not fully dry-tasting feel to the 
otherwise beautifully complex and lingering finish. October 2019

[91-92] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
The penetratingly high-toned nose evokes strawberry distillate and 
lime peel. An invigoratingly tangy impression of seedy fresh strawberry  
plays against a texturally polished background, augmented by resinous  
green herbal notes, then segues into a brightly, vibrantly lingering 
finish underlain by vivid wet stone. There is an overall sense of  
animation here, along with ample refreshment. November 2020

[17.5] Jancis Robinson 
The nose is seduced by a sweet composition of local and exotic fruit. 
The sweet juicy taste of nectarines, yellow plums and some rich citrusy  
notes puts plenty of fruit on the palate; almost too generous, which 
to some extent overpowers the customary spicy expression of the 
Würzgarten. Healthy acidity adds a refreshing touch to the finish. 
October 2019

 Dr. Loosen Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling gg 2018
[95] JamesSuckling.com 
Super fresh, flinty and fine aromas of lemon and grapefruit on offer, 
as well as wildflowers and stones. The palate has a smoothly resolved 
texture with supple, lemon and yellow-peach flavors. Long and 
even-handed finish. Great depth here. Drink or hold. December 2019

[93+] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
Offers up a refined bouquet of pear, apple, vanilla bean, slate, fruit 
blossoms and a lovely touch of apple pie spice in the upper register. 
On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and very wellbalanced, 
with a fine core of fruit, excellent mineral drive and cut, zesty acids 
and a long, focused and complex finish. July–August 2020

[91-94] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers an elegant and quite refined nose of tangerine, candied  
grapefruit, floral elements, apricot blossom, almond cream, and a hint 
of smoke. A touch of cream and toffee underlines the fruity side of  
the wine on the palate. In complement, zesty flavors bring some 
freshness to the superb finish. This dry Riesling has quite some upside,  
especially if the fresher side takes over at maturity. October 2019

[89-90] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Zesty lemon mingles with vanilla and seed-tinged apple on the nose as  
well as on the polished, pithily concentrated palate. The finish is subtly  
but mouthwateringly salt-tinged as well as admirably transparent to 
wet stone underpinnings. November 2020

[18] Jancis Robinson 
In a fascinating fragrance the Sonnenuhr captures the essence of 
summer with meadow flowers, cornfields and ripe yellow fruit. On 
the palate ripe peaches and nectarines are served on a rich texture 
without exaggerated opulence. Delicate nuances of sweet spice and 
stony minerality add finesse and there is also enough acidity to give 
this Grosses Gewächs the classic Mosel vibrancy. October 2019
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Dr. Loosen Bernkasteler Johannisbrünnchen Riesling 
gg 2018

[95] JamesSuckling.com 
Very attractive and fresh aromas of wildflowers, grapefruit and savory,  
slate-like notes. The palate has a very juicy feel with a succulent, 
deep-set array of lime-juice and white-peach flavors. Fine, smooth 
cut of acidity too. Drink or hold. September 2019

[88-89] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Dark, piquantly pit-inflected cherry and seedy, borderline-bitter 
huckleberry are laced with fresh lime whose zest adds further bitterness.  
As with others of the Loosen vintage 2018 Grosse Gewächse, the 
midpalate impression is pithy and palpably dense but positively  
influenced in texture by lees. This finishes without the clarity or 
comfortingly cooling herbal notes found in the corresponding Lay. 
Instead, it’s stone suffusion and pit-piquancy all the way through. 
The wine is certainly impressive in terms of sheer grip — leaving me  
licking my lips in an effort to clean off apparent residues — and harbors  
a modicum of primary, lime-like juiciness to refresh. November 2020

 Dr. Loosen Blue Slate Riesling Kabinett 2018
[91] Wine & Spirits 
Blended from a range of Ernst Loosen’s blue-slate vineyards in  
Bernkastel, Graach and Wehlen, this is lean and lithe, a long-limbed 
wine with quiet intensity. It tastes mostly of spice and stone, with a 
little of the peach flesh close to the pit; it feels cool and crystalline, 
like the air at the top of the chairlift on a clear winter day. February 2020

[90] Wine Enthusiast 
Zaps of lemon-lime acidity and spicy, smoky earth tones elevate this 
bright citrusy Riesling. Off dry in style, it offers tart, tangy lemon and 
white-grapefruit flavors edged by a honeyed sweetness. The finish is 
brisk and invigorating. Enjoy now through 2024. April 2020 

[90] Kenswineguide.com 
This is a very nice off-dry German Riesling. It is a very pale straw color  
and has white florals, ripe pear, wet slate and ginger ale in the bouquet.  
It has medium body, medium-plus acidity and is crisp and focused. 
There is a slightly effervescent tingle on entry, with flavors of white 
peach, green apple, dried apricot, honey and minerality, with a hint 
of clementine at the end. It finishes a little sweet with a moderate 
length. A slightly spicy Thai firecracker shrimp dish would go well 
with this Riesling. February 17, 2020
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[90] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
I can’t recall Loosen’s high-volume, very diversely sourced generic 
Kabinett ever having impressed me much… until this vintage! Classic 
Riesling scents and juicy palate presence of apple and white peach 
are deftly supported by moderate sweetness and complemented by 
tangy and piquant accents as well as appropriately underlain with wet 
stone. The finish is luscious, bright and almost irresistibly demanding 
of the next sip, as well as featuring savory hints of burley tobacco and 
sweet-saline, iodine-tinged raw scallop. November 2020

[89] Mosel Fine Wines 
Delivers a quite smoky and fresh nose of herbs, green apple, gooseberry,  
almond, tangerine, herbs, and orange blossom. The wine develops 
a subtle and creamy texture on the palate at first, before zesty fruits 
quick in and give a more linear side to the medium-long yet focused 
finish. October 2019

[88+] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The bouquet wafts from the glass in a mix of apple, white cherry, 
beautiful slate undertow, spring flowers and a touch of bee pollen in 
the upper register. On the palate the wine is bright, medium-full and 
zesty, with a touch of CO2, a good core and fine length and grip on 
the slightly pinched finish. This shows its closure a bit in the backend 
texture of the wine, but it has depth and complexity and is really 
quite tasty. July–August 2020

[88] Wine Spectator 
A floral style, with a delicate profile, showing notes of orchard blossom,  
candied lime and pear. Quite charming, but the flavor intensity falls 
off on the finish. Drink now. February 2020

[88] Christycanterbury.com 
Spicy right from the start, this wine shows plenty of personality. It 
segues into a more savory paltate feel, but it keeps its fruity top notes 
of dried apricots and honeysuckle. As the wine warms and opens up, 
it takes on a brie rind character that gives it the perfect amount of fun  
for a softer cheese pairing. January 2020
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 Dr. Loosen Bernkasteler Lay Riesling Kabinett 2018
[92] Christycanterbury.com 
Showing a notch more intensity than the Erdener Treppchen, the 
Berkasteler Lay has more fruit flavor density and a stronger smokiness.  
The moderate body is also slightly more mouthcoating and creamy. 
Well-balanced from the attack to the finish, it’s less noticeably sweet 
than the Erdener Treppchen, too. This wine’s vinosity and harmony 
suggest it has a longer way to go, if it can be resisted today. Note bene: 
Please don’t drink this wine overly chilled! January 2020

[92] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The bouquet takes a bit of coaxing to blossom, but eventually offers up  
scents of white peach, apple, lovely slate soil tones, white flowers and a  
topnote of bee pollen. On the palate the wine is deep, pure and medium- 
full, with a lovely core of fruit, fine soil signature, zesty acids and 
lovely focus and grip on the nascently complex finish. July–August 2020

[91] Wine & Spirits 
Richer in soil and gentler in slope than Loosen’s other vineyards, 
Bernkasteler Lay produces some of his most welcoming wines. This 
2018 is a fine example, the lemony fruit round and honeyed, yet car-
ried with a clarifying acidity. It’s delicate even as it lasts on a  
lemon-blossom note. February 2020

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
This is quite restrained and only timidly reveals quite complex scents 
of cardamom, white pepper, anise, white peach, herbs, green apple, 
and almond. The wine is nicely balanced on the palate, where some 
creamy yellow fruits of Spätlese richness interplay with a tickly 
acidity. Some herbal elements add freshness and a playful side to the 
almost off-dry tasting and surprisingly sharp finish. October 2019

[91] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Site-typical scents of apple, lime and cherry are garlanded in apple 
and cherry blossoms. The polished, buoyant palate exhibits all of the 
bright juiciness, piquancy and profuse inner-mouth perfume that the  
nose seemed to promise. The stone-lined finish is animating and 
consummately refreshing, with supportive and by no means excessive 
sweetness. This wine’s brightness and animation reflect a healthy 7.9 
total acidity “which, given its low pH, tastes more like 8.9,” noted 
Schug. November 2020

[90] Wine Spectator 
Elegant, combining piercing acidity with mineral and fruit elements, 
showing great tension. Notes of clementine, peach and mint  
complement one another, offering hints of sea salt on the long, 
mouthwatering finish. Drink now through 2027. April 2020
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Chicago Wine Press Wine Reviews
This vineyard is positioned between Dr. Loosen’s estate house and 
the village of Bernkastel in the Middle Mosel Valley. The heavier 
components of slate in the soil adds to the overall depth. The grapes  
are harvested early, given its Kabinett designation, so it always exhibits  
a lively freshness and vibrancy without getting weighty on the palate. 
There are Granny Smith apples mixed with candied yellow citrus and 
tangerine flavors. It stays bright and lively throughout showing off its 
elegant nature. May 2020

 Dr. Loosen Erdener Treppchen Riesling Kabinett 2018
[91+] Mosel Fine Wines 
Proves quite reductive and slightly marked by some sulfuric elements  
at first. It takes a few minutes unti l scents of smoke, dried herbs, 
earthy spices, grapefruit, mint, and wet slate emerge from the glass. 
The wine comes over as relatively big and juicy on the palate, where 
some ripe yellow fruits and almond are lifted up by quite some citrusy  
fruits as well as fizzy elements from the CO2. The finish is intense, 
vibrating, and refreshing. The gorgeous Kabinett will need quite some  
time to find its balance, and prove then surprise us all. October 2019

[91] Wine Spectator 
Very refreshing, flirting with dryness, this features invigorating 
acidity that underscores the lime, green apple and floral flavors. 
Mouthwatering and mineral-driven on the precise finish. Drink now 
through 2028. April 2020

[91] Decanter 
Characterised by its steep, red slate slope, Erdener Treppchen can 
produce wines of impressive depth and minerality. This 2018 Kabi-
nett has a fresh aroma of crisp green apple, followed on the fairly soft 
palate by more appley fruit and a touch of sweetness. There is some 
steely minerality on the finish which freshens things up. A lovely, 
plump, juicy wine for drinking over the next 10 years. May 2019

[89] Christycanterbury.com 
This wine begins with a delicately floral nose layered with donut 
peach, honey and ginger. There’s a hint of milky, cheesey tones on the 
back palate that give this lightly sweet wine a kick of savoriness on 
the moderate finish. Nicely flavorful, clean and pretty, this is  
uncomplicated and ready-to-enjoy. January 2020
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 Dr. Loosen Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Kabinett 2018
[92+] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The wine is really beautiful on the nose, jumping from the glass in a 
mix of strawberries, pear, kiwi, complex minerality (the Würzgarten is  
planted on a combination of red slate and volcanic sandstone), elder  
flowers and gentle spice tones. On the palate the wine is bright, medium- 
full and vibrant, with lovely depth of fruit, fine mineral drive, zesty 
acids and excellent focus and grip on the long and complex finish. 
July–August 2020

[92] Wine & Spirits 
Crisp and snappy, this has an uplifting prickle of CO2 that emphasizes  
its zesty acidity. It blossoms with air, taking on an arugula-like spice 
that weaves through its pithy citrus flavors while savory minerality 
provides the base notes. It’s full-bodied yet delicate, with a sense of 
springtime in its freshness. February 2020

[92] Decanter 
This is a lovely weighty Riesling, showing a more noticeable sweetness  
than the Erdener (despite lower residual sugar of 39.4g/l). It’s so 
appley and juicy at the moment, although you can imagine it opening 
up in a few years to reveal more complexity. May 2019

[92] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
Red raspberry and lime dominate on a penetrating nose, anticipating  
the animating and refreshing juiciness that then prevails on a polished  
palate. The vibrantly lingering finish is transparent to smoky, stony 
and mouthwateringly saline nuances. Schug volunteered that in the 
course of summer 2019, his assessments and rankings of his Kabinetts  
changed, and perhaps they will again, though he agreed that today this  
Würzgarten has the edge vis-à-vis its fellow Kabinetts. It certainly 
also transcends inherent vintage-specific limitations on vinous levity 
and animation, and should prove long-lived. November 2020

[91] Wine Enthusiast 
Delicate mango and honeydew perfume this zippy, spine-tingling 
Kabinett. A classically fruity, Mosel sip from nose to finish, it’s pierced  
with concentrated tangerine and lemon flavors. The finish is marked 
by a touch of honey and bracing tangs of steel and slate. August 2020

[91] Wine Spectator 
Ripe and juicy, this opens with a saffron note, followed by pear and 
apricot flavors, detailed by subtle hints of honey. Shows great focus 
and intensity throughout, ending with a long, mouthwatering finish. 
Drink now through 2028. Web Only 2020

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a quit aromatic and spicy nose of anise, apricot, tangerine, 

grapefruit zest, lime, apple, and anise, all wrapped into some orange 
blossom, hay, and a touch of volatile acidity. The wine coats the palate 
with juicy and fresh yellow fruits, a touch of delicate cream, and 
peach. The finish is quite intense, superbly zesty, and well delineated. 
This is stylistically closer to a Spätlese than a light Kabinett, but, as 
such, it is an outstanding effort. October 2019

 Dr. Loosen Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Kabinett 2018
[93] Decanter 
A honeyed, intense Kabinett with flavours of dried pineapple and 
peach along with some apple. It has a good texture and hides its 
sweetness well, making it a great food wine. May 2019

[93] JamesSuckling.com 
This has such deliciously fresh aromas of white peaches with sweetly 
fragrant white flowers. The palate has sleek apple-pastry flavors and 
a fresh, juicy textural kick. Fresh finish. Nice elegance and gentle 
tension. Drink now. December 2019

[92+] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The wine delivers a lovely, youthful nose of white cherry, apple, a 
touch of vanilla bean, a lovely base of blue slate and a topnote of fruit 
blossoms. On the palate the wine is focused, pure and mediumfull, 
with a lovely undertow of minerality, a good core of fruit, bright acids 
and a long, nascently complex and beautifully balanced finish.  
July–August 2020

[92] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a beautifully delicate, flowery, and spicy nose of tangerine, 
orange blossom, vineyard peach, aniseed herbs, and smoke. The wine 
proves superbly juicy and develops almost Spätlese presence on the 
palate, but makes this up through a great airy and silky side in the 
superbly long and refined finish. The after-taste of this beautiful 
Kabinett is wonderfully mouth-watering and smoky. October 2019

[91] Wine Enthusiast 
While the nose here is intently smoky and stony, intensely ripe honeyed  
tangerine and lemon flavors abound on the palate. It’s a penetrating,  
sun-drenched kabinett marked by spine-tingling acidity and a lingering,  
integrated sweetness. Its pristine citrusy character shines in youth 
but, with time, will meld into its more earthen complexities. April 2020 

[90] Wine & Spirits 
Sweetly ripe and floral, this feels juicy and lifted, the vibrant acidity 
acting like spice on the white-peach fruit. It’s sunny and giving, with 
an underlay of stony flavors that keeps it firm and lasting. February 2020

Continues
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[90] Vinous By David Schildknecht 
A hint of matchstick and yeast needs to blow off. This is pronouncedly  
mineral and pithily concentrated for a Sonnenuhr Kabinett, in keeping  
with the face displayed by this year’s Sonnenuhr Grosses Gewächs. 
Even the site-typical apple and vanilla reflect more the core of the 
fruit and the bitter side of the bean. The wine’s pronounced piquancy 
and chew would benefit from being allied to more generous primary 
juiciness. Still, there is an intriguing juxtaposition on the palate of 
phenolic impingement with underlying creaminess, and the finish 
exhibits intriguing stony, alkaline and smoky nuances. November 2020

[89] Wine Spectator 
Expressive, with seductive notes of yellow apple and apricot under-
scored by vibrant acidity and hints of lemon. Spice and floral accents 
emerge midpalate as this flows to the long finish. Drink now through 
2027. Web Only 2020

 Dr. Loosen Erdener Treppchen Riesling Spätlese 2018
[92+] Mosel Fine Wines 
This still rather reduced wine needs a few moments to reveal some 
beautiful scents of herbs, mint, yellow peach, pear, juicy apricot, 
and anise. It offers great presence but also quite some finesse on the 
slightly sweet palate, where slightly riper flavors of fruits are well 
wrapped into a nice sensation of ripe and candied acidity. The finish 
is gorgeously light and airy. This beautiful fruity-styled wine only 
requires a bit of patience in order to absorb its sweetness and reveal 
its underlying cut. October 2019

[92] Wine Spectator 
Intriguing spice and mineral aromas and flavors highlight the apricot, 
passion fruit and pineapple core notes. Intense and concentrated, but 
the high acidity makes this flow through seamlessly. Offers a long, 
resonant, mineral-tinged finish. Drink now through 2032. Web Only 2020

 Dr. Loosen Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Spätlese 2018
[94] Christycanterbury.com 
This is so entrancing that it almost hurts to sip it and make it go 
away forever. (Oh the drama! Apologies.) This is utterly brilliant in 
its lightness as well as its pure, scintillating acidity, superbly balanced 
light body and ethereally perfect apricot and peach flavors. This is 
heady with its floral tones and moreishness and lightly mouthcoating 
palate feel. It is truly idyllic, and it typifies the spice of the würzgarten  
(or, spice garden) to the “t”. Minerally, long and sappy, it’s best to have  
several bottles of this dreamy wine on hand at all times. If you don’t 
drink them all now, rest assured they won’t fade away any time soon. 
January 2020

[94] JamesSuckling.com 
he preserved lemons, crushed stones, crabapples and green pears are 
beautiful. The palate has real depth and structure, with slight oiliness, 
and the sweetness is only moderate. Taut acidity balances affairs 
successfully. Drink in 2021. September 2019

[93] International Wine Report 
The Ürziger Würzgarten Vineyard is set on red volcanic and slate soils  
and containes vines 60+ years in age. This beautiful 2018 Spätlese 
unveils petrol with wet stone, green apple and white pepper aromas that  
all meld in the glass. The palate has great power and concentraiton, 
delivering Granny Smith apple, nectarine rind, wet stone and lychee 
flavors that mingle with the wonderful bright sense of minerality. 
Beautiful now in its youth, the 2018 ‘Urziger Wurzgarten Vineyard’ 
Spatlase will cellar well for two decades. September 2019

[93] Tasting Panel Reviewed by Anthony Dias 
Smooth, rich, and creamy with sweet peach and apple; refined and 
ripe with a lengthy finish. January/February 2020

[92] Wine Spectator 
Intriguing spice and mineral aromas and flavors highlight the apricot, 
passion fruit and pineapple core notes. Intense and concentrated, but 
the high acidity makes this flow through seamlessly. Offers a long, 
resonant, mineral-tinged finish. Drink now through 2032. April 2020

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
Shows some of the ripeness of the vintage on the nose as notes of toffee,  
pear puree, and quince are blended into fresher scents of smoke and 
aniseed herbs. The wine proves hugely sweet on the otherwise nicely 
smooth and juicy palate, and leaves a comparatively soft and juicy feel 
in the long finish. This Auslese in all but name will need quite some 
years in order to integrate its sweetness. October 2019

Continues
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[9 – 9.5] Vinography, a wine blog
Palest greenish-gold in color, this wine smells of tangerine zest and 
white flowers with a hint of lemon cucumber. In the mouth, gorgeous 
exotic citrus flavors mix with honeysuckle and rainwater minerality, all  
sizzling with excellent acidity. Lightly to moderately sweet. November 2020

 Dr. Loosen Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spätlese 2018
[93] Christycanterbury.com 
From one of my favorite Mosel vineyards — not only gustatorily in this  
vintage but also from having tasted the wine often for at least two 
decades, this latest release is not surprising to show that it, too, is a 
captivating beauty. As with the other 2018s, it is of a more easy-going 
nature with a lithe palate feel and not a single trace of heaviness. It is 
focused in its Rieslingness, showing supple texture and residual sugar 
to confront the crunchy, tangy acidity and oodles of minerally tones 
right through the lingering finish. From the first sniff, aromas of 
peach pit and apricot preserve pervade the nose and palate. Irrisistible  
now, it should stay this enticing for many years to come. January 2020

[91] Wine Spectator 
Delicate, precise and detailed, showing notes of chamomile, slate and 
peach, followed by mint and apricot flavors, with an ever-present 
backbone of minerality and acidity. Offers wonderful harmony and 
balance. Drink now through 2030. April 2020

[91] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers an attractive and subtle nose of pear, apricot, yellow peach, 
grapefruit, tangerine, and spices . The wine is nicely primary and 
develops quite some creamy and juicy flavors of sappy yellow peach, 
pear, and a hint of melon on the smooth palate. This smoo thness is  
well packed into some zesty and ripe acidity in the long and pure finish.  
The after-taste already hints at smoky and herbal notes. October 2019

[Silver Medal] 2020 Texsom International Wine Awards
March 2020

 Dr. Loosen Erdener Treppchen Riesling Auslese 2018
[93] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The wine is beautiful on the nose, wafting from the glass in a mix of 
pear, a touch of fresh pineapple, fruit blossoms, a lovely base of salty 
soil tones, honeycomb and a topnote of citrus zest. On the palate the 
wine is pure, medium-full and complex, with lovely focus and grip, 
bright acids, a fine core and backend mineral drive and a long, refined 
and vibrant finish. This is lovely Auslese. July–August 2020

 Dr. Loosen Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Auslese 2018
[94] Mosel Fine Wines 
It still proves quite reduced at this stage and only gradually reveals its 
beautiful nose of floral and herbal elements, minty herbs, vineyard 
peach, tangerine, and wet slate. The wine is driven by ripe and delicate  
fruits, including peach, pear, and a hint of melon, on the superbly 
juicy and creamy palate. It leaves a great animating feel in the very lo 
ng and pure finish. This “Auslese GK styled” expression of sweet wine 
is quite breathtaking, but will need some time to shed its backward 
side and come together. October 2019

[92] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The wine is a bit tight when first opened, but blossoms to offer up 
scents of lime, tangerine, honeycomb, lovely minerality, citrus blossoms  
and a topnote that hints at the yellow plum to come with bottle age. 
On the palate the wine is medium-full, complex and exotic in flavor 
profile, a lovely core of fruit, a fine glazing of noble rot and a long, 
zesty and very nicely balanced finish. July–August 2020
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 Dr. Loosen Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Auslese 2018
[95] JamesSuckling.com 
So much dried-peach and apricot character here, but then a wealth 
of florals, such as dried orchid and jasmine. Hints of peppermint 
tea, croissant and orange spread. The sweetness is powerful and 
long-lasting, but the acidity is equally, if not more profound and 
engulfing. So much tension and minerality here, despite the ripeness. 
The finish goes on and on. Drink or hold. December 2019

[94] View from the Cellar By John Gilman
The bouquet is deep, pure and utterly refined, wafting from the glass 
in a blend of pear, mirabelle, a hint of pineapple, slate, vanilla, honey-
comb and a lovely topnote of apple blossoms. On the palate the wine 
is bright, zesty and medium-full, with lovely filigree and grip, a fine 
core of pristine fruit, good mineral drive and backend lift and a long, 
complex and vibrant finish. July–August 2020

[92] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a quite aromatic and ripe nose of pear puree, melon, anise, 
apricot, anise, and a hint of smoke. The wine unf olds sweet yet  
animating flavors of mirabelle, candied grapefruit and juicy apricot 
on the palate, and leaves a feeling of sweetness at this stage in the 
otherwise remarkably light and refined finish. The after-taste is 
intense, structured and persistent. October 2019

 Dr. Loosen Erdener Prälat  
Riesling Auslese GoldKapsel 2018

[98] JamesSuckling.com 
The purest fruit in the Garden of Eden must have smelt like this! 
Very aromatic and rich but scintillatingly transparent, this Gold Cap 
Auslese sings out mirabelle plums, fresh orchids, apricots, puffballs 
and persimmon. The palate is a complex, complete tapestry of flavor 
and texture; the combination of sweetness and acidity is simply 
sublime. It’s all so seamless that you almost don’t notice the innate 
minerality which suddenly bursts into life on the finish. So very long 
and delicious. Drink now or hold for decades. December 2019

[93-96] Mosel Fine Wines 
Offers a great and superbly complex nose of almond cream, smoke, 
anise, candied exotic fruits, quince jelly, spices, and a hint of melon. 
The wine delivers a beautiful sweet and soft feel on the palate and 
leaves a great sense of airiness despite the sweetness and a rather 
moderate feel of acidity in the immensely long and multi-layered 
finish. The balance in the after-taste of this high-end noble-sweet 
wine is impressive. October 2019
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